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The concept of Joint Entrance Examination (JEE) after the intermediate level of education is quite
popular concept in the educational system of India. This is a door opener for a focused career
approach with dedicated streams of engineering and medical through an entrance. The core
concept of conducting such entrance examination is a seer intension to chalk out the competent
mass from the general aspirants to offer a chance to build and guide a career in engineering and
medicines. The basic purpose of such entrance examination is to save time, cost and efforts for
selection of candidate in higher degrees of technical education. 

With this noble theme JEE are widely popular in India. Along with national level entrance
examinations, there are many state level JEE are conducted for allowing students to take admission
into dedicated streams of education from the core sectors of engineering, medicines, planning and
architecture. The state of West Bengal is also famous with its highly prestigious joint entrance
examination nicknamed WBJEE.

Like its fellow entrance conducted in other states of India WBJEE is also governed by a state board
of education planning. During its formation in the year 1962, this was named as West Bengal Board
of Examination for Admission to Engineering Degree Colleges. With gradual reformation of the
board this board resolved to format the common and joint entrance examination with the
government notification and today this board selects deserving candidates for admission into some
of the highly prestigious engineering and medical colleges in the state.

Along with allowing for education in coveted institutions across the state, this JEE also prepares the
candidates who seek to take admission with an all India ranking. People from other states of the
country also apply for this entrance examination as a mock practice test prior to their national level
examinations like AIEEE etc. Many candidates seek to take admission into the prestigious
engineering and medical colleges in West Bengal as a dedicated preference. This entrance
examination helps them to achieve that objective with a structured examination and selection.

There are lots of facilities available for the students who want to take admission into colleges in
West Bengal. The WBJEE with its own website also caters to the information needs of the aspirants
with regular notifications and announcements. Students can also receive more information as per
their desired demands from many other portals apart from this official web portal. Apart from the
web availability of information regular notifications are published in almost every national as well as
state newspaper, Employment News, and ads are published through TV channels too. Normally this
entrance examination forms being available till the second week of December through selected
bank counters, students are ensured to receive the application kit from any branch of designated
bank counters well before the scheduled date of sale of application forms.

Offering a great career through a prosperous future this joint entrance examination acts as a path
finder for competent candidates. Any student securing an aggregate of 50% in subjects of
Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry and Biology is eligible to apply for this promising entrance
examination. The scores secured in the entrance examination remains valid for a year. With this
entrance examination any competent aspirant can build a dream career in engineering and
medicines as per his choice and competency through coveted institutions in West Bengal board.
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